In this note we prove a theorem concerning the decomposition of elements in a group into a product of n elements from a normal subset and provide some of its applications in the study of properties of free products of groups. We will also introduce the concept of quasisimple groups.
We shall use the following notations: A group G generated by elements a 1f a 2 ,... and with relations R 1 ,R 2 ,... will be denoted by G = < a^ |
• R-jjRgf»*«^* By C. we mean the class of conjugate elements of G, by ,a n-1 g n = a n € A then by normality of the set A we have / / »®n-1®n * * a n-V * a n-2' *** g 2 ...g n 6 1 6 2 , " e n ... l a 1 J (a n > (a x = x~1a x). Therefore the element g is a product of n elements of the set A. R^-'^n 4 a n-1 a n-2 Hote that the set
is a normal subset of a group G which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. Bow we shall prove the following theorem. Theorem 2. Let G = n*A 0 be the free product seS of family of groups \ A 8 fi s e S such that at least one of them has an element whose order is different from 2 and at least one of them has an element of finite order. The.n the set Therefore we see that the free products apart from
2
<a,b;a ,b > do not have the property V and also their subgroups other than factors of the free product do not have this property. Among normal subgroups of the group G can specify these which have the form KmKm where Rm= {geG:|g| = m|. Definition 2.
We will say that a group G is a quasi-simple group if it does not have proper normal subgroups of form KDKn.
From Definition 2 and from Theorem 2 we have Theorem 4. The group G = | I * A_ different s«S 8 from is a auasi-simple group. From Definition 2 we see that the simple groups Eire also quasi-simple.
There are 2-groups which are quasi-simple groups, for
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es)ample the group G *<a,b,c; a =b =c »1, c be = ba , ab=ba,ac=ca> is a quasi-simple group. Definition 3. We say that a group G has the property W 11 if there is n « N such that for each m e {|g|:& £ G} ttie set K?
is a subgroup of group G. Obviously, finite groups have the property W 11 . It is a question whether there exists a group which does not have the property
The following theorem gives the answer. 
